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ACADEMIC FREEDOM IN A CHR ISTIAN COLLEGE
begin with the thesis that the title ''Academic Freedom in a Christian College"
is not an anomaly, that its two parts are not mutually exclusive, and that it suggests
something which is quite possible .
First tt will be necessary to define some terms and to establish some check-points
so as to make possible intelligent communication about the ideas which make up the subject .

For example, a Christian college is not necessarily a community of scholars who

see exactly alike on all points of faith and doctrine, even though the word Christian
sets a definite pattern of thought and I ife, and implies similarity of commitment and
unity of spirit and goals.

A remarkable degree of so-called djfference can exist be-

tween and among the members of an academic community at many and varied points without
interference with true Christian fellowship and the achievement of the goals of Christian
higher education.
In fact, as variety is the spice of I ife, so these differences, set within the
framework of a Christian orientation, can spice up the educational experience of the
students without necessitating deviation from the true meanings and influences of even
the most

•rconservativ~ 1

and

11

evangel ical 11 Christian position.

Again, the idea of academic freedom does not suggest, or even permit, a promiscuous
and disintegrated conglomeration of unrelated personal opinions about the universe and
man and values .

Freedom is by nature and definition a disciplined way of doing and be-

ing, since it relates to the various disciplines of the human mind and spirit which
affect and direct the intellect, and which shape and influence the soul.

(Soul is used

here in its technical sense as the name of the unified material-spiritual being that
man is . )

It would be as ridiculous to assume that academic freedom allows each man to

go his own opinionated way without reference to some kind of common standard as it is
to say that freedom permits the motorist to drive on the left side of the road and disregard all traffic regulations.

-2When President Newton of the University of Colorado defended his dismissal of Gary
Althen, student newspaper editor, he said,

11

Academic freedom needs protection not only

from those who do not believe in it, but also from those who misuse it to justify irresponsible actions which endanger the university.u

We ought to be at least as logical

in our use of the word freedom in the realm of ideas as we are in its relation to physical
and social behavior .
Unhampered Pursuit of Truth
Now in order to have a Christian col lege at al 1, we must discover a way to reconcile
a free and honest pursuit of truth, unhampered by rigid and restrictive frames of reference,
with a deep and faithful commitment to the norms of Christian faith and doctrine.

I fail

to find it in a professed adherence to detailed expositions of rigid systems of thought,
but I see possibilities, rather, in the qualitative aspects of certain .ways of thinking.
find some Christians in education who do to the New Testament what the masters in
israel did to the Old; to Christ 1 s Jaw of love, what these did to the Mosaic law.
they

11

Then

testrr every individual against these external standards and place little red or

green or yellow tags on them.

It then becomes obi igatory upon them to perpetuate the sys-

tem through the educative process, and to produce rep] icas of themselves in their graduates.
I prefer to focus upon the worth and dignity of the individual and to provide a climate in
which students may grow and develop in harmony with the personal examples and influences
that make up the climate.

In the words of one of my own most respected and exemplary pro-

fessors, rrroo often the ultra-conse r vative is merely a wo r shipper at the shrine of some
dead progressive.H
The same atmosphere and set of conditions which make possible the proper development
of students in the free pursuit of truth will create a climate of academic freedom for
teachers.

In fact, the latter undoubtedly precedes the former, but we look at them in

reverse order here for the sake of analysis .
Now, what are the essential elements that are basic to the foregoing observations?
Is it essential to move with the president of a certain Christian college who said in a

-3recent document titled Christ 1 s Colleges,

11

•••

it seems to me that there is a place for

the use of questionnaires for exploring in a specific way the beliefs and attitudes of
prospective faculty members.

Where the r e is basic honesty , as is almost invariably the

case, these serve a good purpose.

They are not, of course, the whole answer, because

Christian 1 ife and faith cannot be captured in writing. 11

Or is it of the essence to do

as did the members of the rei igion department of another Christian college in a recently
published document out] ining their interpretation of the meaning of Bibl

ic~inspiration?

They said that such a document is necessary in our present confused and modernistic world.
In my opinion, Christianity does not lend itself to such a complete reduction to
propositional statements, nor does the human mind permit such rigid channelization of
its activities that a very high degree of rapport can be achieved in this way.
ently, some believe that these are the best ways of

11

Appar-

earnestly contending for the faith

that was once delivered to the saints; 11 here is the very point at which the coli ision
comes with the idea of academic freedom.
Check-Points
Let me suggest two elements which serve, for me at least, as more adequate checkpoints in this reconciliation.

The first is the unity and integrity of truth.

In

college we do not preach God 9 s truth in the university church on Sunday and then study
someone else 1 s truth Monday through Friday.

That all t r uth is one is the meaning of

unity ; that all truth is consistently inter-related is the mean i ng of integrity.

God

cannot be disinterested in, or unsympathetic with, the records of the true historian or
the discoveries of the true scientist.

Nor can history or science be contrary or un-

faithful to God.
There is one God, and H.is creation is a universe.

The being which He made in His

own image is essentially a unified body-spirit combination.
unhappy deviation from the Creator's purpose.
unstable in all his ways.u

James said,

To be disintegrated is an
11

The double-minded man is

Such a man needs to be, re-integrated, for otherwise,

he cannot receive anything from the Lord.U

11

•

•

You see, the concepts of personal integrity,

-4hoi iness which is wholeness, and proper relation to God are essentially a! I one and the
same.

This, is why the pursuit of truth is perfectly safe exercise for the Christian,

and it follows that academic freedom is most meaningful in a Christian col lege climate.
The second element is the abil it¥ for, and the disposition toward, synthesis in the
human mind, synthesis of knowledge and experience.

The student of philosophy is familiar

with the Hegel ian concept of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis .

In my opinion, this is

a good analysis of the mental functioning of the thoughtful and inquiring man.
cess is an essential and continuous aspect of intelligent I iving.

The pro-

Even the completed

revelation of truth about God and man as recorded in the Bible is never completely comprehended or fully understood by the human mind.

The Holy Spirit 1 s ministry of en! ighten-

ment is necessary for even that degree of understanding which is essential to personal
salvation.

There are vast vistas that remain to be explored indefinitely thereafter.

This capacity for synthesis is an important element in the possibi!Aty and propriety of academic freedom on a Christian college campus.

It relates not only to accept-

ance of revealed truth and discovery of extra-Bib! ical facts, but it enables us to

.

reconcile various aspects of God, man, and the universe.

In the synthesis of which the

mind is capable are included our finiteness, respect for personality, various approaches
to truth, the experimental attitude, the experiential apprehension of reality, faithfulness to revelation, and loyalty to God.

Thus we embrace in significant experience the

realms of nature, of mind, and of spirit.
In conclusion, it is necessary for practical reasons for a person or an institution
to think through and declare a position, a rationale.
of reference.

When a man joins an organization, he adopts its rationale, ties its anchor,

and chooses to operate within its frame of reference.
flexibility.

This provides an anchor and a frame

This sets broad 1 imits, but allows

In this situation, academic freedom can be operational, but attitudes and

directions are estab] ished as they are for the scientific investigator by his framework
of basic assumptions and

11

natural Jaws,•• which are the observable uniformities in the

-sactual operation of the natural universe.

The individual thinks, feels, and acts in

this way in relation to other individuals -- in .other words, in a dynamic group complex.
Here the following motto is apropos:
in all things, charity.

In essentials, unity; [n non-essentials, liberty;

